“Our recent partnership with Dan Cockerell has been a uniquely fulfilling experience. For 35
years, the cornerstone Mader Southeast’s success has been a commitment to regularly reevaluating how we manage our business operation. Working with Dan provided our team with
an opportunity to renew our commitment to the protocols that have produced results, while
adding a new perspective that promotes diverse ideas and innovative management.”
- Adam Eckelbarger, Mader Southeast
President - CEO
On behalf of the FAIRWINDS IT Team, I would like to thank you again for taking the time to
speak with us today. The team has already started providing me with feedback… describing
your talk as “inspiring”, “motivating”, and “interesting”. I’m also thankful for the time you
permitted before and after the talk to personally interact with our team members. I wish you
much success in the future and thank you again for the opportunity.
Best regards,
Ted J. Spero
VP, IT Infrastructure
FAIRWINDS Credit Union

When Dan was invited to share his thoughts on management and leadership with our YPO
group, we knew we would get some great, useful content stemming from Dan’s 20 plus years
as a Disney Executive. We also got a great story teller in the Walt Disney tradition. Many of
our members echoed the same thoughts- it is Dan’s down to earth presence, his genuine
sincerity in his message and in helping the group, and his rare ability to use storytelling to
bring the lessons learned to life. Our group came away with relevant, actionable content that
was deeply insightful.
Michael Cimini
YPO Daychair
Connecticut River Valley
“Dan Cockerell presented the most memorable keynotes of our conference series this year, not
just once, but multiple times from Park City, Utah, to Bangkok Thailand and Monte Carlo,
Monaco. Dan shared compelling anecdotes and important messages that everyone could
connect with. Attendees and subsequent panelist referenced his messages on clarity,
collaboration, and humility.”
Armand Rabinowitz
Senior Director of Strategy and Workgroups
Hospitality Technology Next Generation

Dan was the keynote speaker at the Canada Awards for Excellence gala luncheon on November
5th, 2019 attended by 450 business delegates. His 45 minute presentation was very well
received and 96% of attendees who completed an evaluation rated his presentation as either
"excellent, great or very good". Dan was engaging and his message was right on point with our
theme: "Excellence Made Possible". I would highly recommend Dan as a speaker to anyone
looking to gain Dan's insights from his 20+ years of experience at Disney rising from a parking
lot attendant to Vice President, and anyone who wants to learn Disney's "secrets of success".
Allan Ebedes
President & CEO
Excellence Canada

